Spanish I

I can . . .

- Respond (verbally and in action) to classroom instructions
- Greet people, say goodbye, and use courtesy expressions with culturally appropriate language and gestures
- Recognize and use levels of formality (tú and usted)
- Say the alphabet
- Spell words using the alphabet (including unique symbols & letters)
- Pronounce words using appropriate sounds and accentuation
- Use definite and indefinite articles properly (masculine/feminine singular/plural forms)
- Pluralize nouns properly
- Show possession using “Es de...” and possessive adjectives
- Apply rules of basic agreement: person, number, and gender
- Use subject pronouns correctly
- Use regular -ar, -er, -ir verbs in present tense
- Use basic irregular verbs such as “ser”, “tener”, “estar”, & “ir” in present tense
- Ask and answer questions of basic personal information and everyday functions using basic vocabulary words for a variety of topics
- Use numbers correctly for basic communication (time, counting, money, age, and computation)
- Read or listen to brief passages for specific requested details and information
- Carry on basic general conversations using appropriate pronunciation, vocabulary, grammatical structures, and cultural norms
- Identify on maps the countries of the target language
- Discuss significant customs, cultural traits, and traditions and compare them to my own in a non-judgmental manner